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Abstract 

With the continuous development of technology, the speed and production capacity of 
aluminum plastic aluminum drug packaging are rising. The rationality and economy of 
blanking structure have a great impact on the market value of the whole equipment. For 
the 12 plate aluminum plastic aluminum integral blanking structure, the waste rate of 
the traditional linear structure is about 13.7%, while the triangular layout blanking 
structure with the new design can save nearly 6% of the material, greatly improving the 
environmental protection performance of the equipment. At the same time, the contact 
area of equipment blanking is reduced, the blanking pressure is reduced, and the service 
life of the die will be greatly improved, which provides a certain reference for the design 
and development of the subsequent higher performance aluminum plastic aluminum 
drug packaging machine. 
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1. Introduction 

After decades of development, the manufacturing industry in Wenzhou has formed characteristic 

industries and related manufacturing clusters, such as shoe leather, clothing, printing and packaging, 

electrical appliances, pumps and valves, auto parts and equipment manufacturing, among which the 

equipment manufacturing industry has become the largest industry in Wenzhou.  

In order to lead and promote the intelligent transformation of manufacturing industry [1,2], and 

further implement "Made in China 2025" and "Action plan for comprehensive transformation and 

upgrading of traditional manufacturing industry in Zhejiang Province (2017-2020)", Wenzhou City 

has actively promoted the intelligent manufacturing work in recent years, and launched the "Research 

on Wenzhou intelligent manufacturing evaluation standard system" and "Research on Wenzhou 

robot+ industry application" projects. And the "Intelligent manufacturing technology transformation 

and upgrading forum" has been built. 

On the other hand, the demand for medicine promotes the development and prosperity of 

pharmaceutical equipment industry [3,4]. In recent years, the total demand of pharmaceutical 

equipment industry has increased by 20% every year. In 2018, the market scale has exceeded 80 

billion yuan. China's pharmaceutical machinery and equipment industry enterprises have reached 

more than 800, and China has developed into a large pharmaceutical machinery and equipment 

production country [5,6]. According to the data of the 2018 pharmaceutical equipment manufacturing 

industry analysis report, the current global pharmaceutical machinery and equipment powers are 

mainly Germany, Italy and South Korea. 

The main advantages of packaging manufacturing power equipment are mainly reflected in the 

following aspects. First, high production efficiency, more functions and lower energy consumption. 
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Second, increasing reliability and stability. Third, high and new technologies and processes are 

widely used in pharmaceutical equipment. 

At present, the main manufacturers of China aluminum plastic aluminum blister packaging 

production line are Zhejiang hope Machinery Co., Ltd., Beijing Shuanghe Equipment Co., Ltd., 

Liaoning Chunguang Equipment Co., Ltd.  

Although the development history of automatic drug packaging equipment in China is relatively short, 

with the continuous efforts and innovation of various enterprises, the production technology is 

becoming more and more mature. The comparison between aluminum-plastic blister packaging and 

aluminum-plastic-aluminum blister packaging is shown in Figure 1. 

 

   

(a) Aluminum-plastic blister packaging      (b) Aluminum-plastic-aluminum blister packaging 

Figure 1. Comparison of aluminum-plastic and aluminum-plastic-aluminum blister packaging 

 

In terms of the current situation of intelligent manufacturing development of pharmaceutical 

equipment manufacturing enterprises in Wenzhou, there are three basic characteristics. First, private 

enterprises are the main ones. The advantage of private enterprise system lies in the concentration of 

decision-making, timely insight into market demand, instant decision-making, and good grasp of 

opportunities. Second, according to the national pilot policy, enterprises can independently establish 

their own R&D center, and also can increase the development of automation, low-carbon 

environmental protection, green and other products. In recent years, the scientific and technological 

content of pharmaceutical machinery production line has improved qualitatively. Third, the 

equipment level has been significantly improved, the standardization level has been rapidly improved, 

and the internal management has made a qualitative leap, which provides a guarantee for the stability 

and durability of product quality. However, how to catch up with the international advanced level in 

terms of production efficiency, energy consumption, reliability, stability, automation and intelligence 

has become an urgent problem for Wenzhou pharmaceutical equipment industry. 

2. Problem Analysis 

At present, the domestic aluminum-plastic blister machine can produce 400 plates per minute, while 

the capacity of the aluminum-plastic-aluminum blister machine is about 150 plates per minute.  

The technological process of high-speed full-automatic intelligent production line for aluminum 

plastic blister cartoning is as follows: PVC coil forming, feeding, waste detection, aluminum foil heat 

sealing, batch number printing, hot strip aluminum forming, hot strip aluminum heat sealing, charge 

plate blanking, waste elimination, qualified charge plate parallel output, folding instructions, 

cartoning, steel seal, finished product output. 

Through comparative analysis, it can be seen that the key to affecting the production efficiency of the 

aluminum-plastic aluminum blister machine is to increase the sealing speed of the tropical aluminum 

molding [7]. Therefore, considering the production rhythm, in order to improve the speed of the last 

minute of the medicine machine, in addition to the optimization design of the relevant heat sealing 

system, it is also necessary to optimize the mechanical parts of the upstream and downstream stations 

with speed bottleneck. 
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Drug packaging is an indispensable part in the production and processing of pharmaceutical products, 

and drug packaging machinery and equipment has become an important symbol of the development 

of drug manufacturing technology in a country [8,9]. In packaging, the blanking of drugs has a very 

important impact on the overall quality control of drugs, the stability of product storage and the 

convenience of use. However, in the existing market, there are also many waste of drug processing, 

such as packaging waste caused by too much expected edge of drug plate, expected waste caused by 

position limitation of drug punching die, etc, which is shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 

 

           

Figure 2. Packaging waste caused by design    Figure 3. Waste caused drug punching die 

 

It is very important to design higher precision and more efficient equipment to solve the above 

problems, which puts forward higher requirements for cutting structure and product processing 

technology design. 

3. Blanking Structure Design of Drug Packaging 

The blanking structure of aluminum-plastic-aluminum drug packaging belongs to the core part of 

drug packaging line. Its structure is composed of upper and lower opposite distribution of punch and 

die [10]. Under the action of power cylinder, the gap dislocation is used to punch the edge of material 

plate to realize the separation blanking between drug plates. The traditional blanking method is 

mainly linear blanking, the overall structure is shown in Figure 4, and the layout of linear blanking 4 

plates is shown in Figure 5. 

            

Figure 4. Overall structure of linear blanking     Figure 5. Layout of linear blanking 4 plates 

 

In order to avoid interference damage, blanking needs to set a reasonable gap. The gap size is affected 

by many factors, such as sheet metal performance, sheet metal thickness, blanking mode and die 
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structure. Generally, the unilateral gap is 10-15% of the sheet thickness. When cutting segments in a 

word arrangement, the plates are distributed in a row. As the blanking tool itself has a certain 

thickness, the tool width and residual edge must be reserved between the two plates, and this width 

is generally much larger than the plate thickness. 

Take the actual machine test blanking 12 plates (Figure 6) as an example to analysis. The total 

blanking area is calculated as follows. 

𝐴 = 𝐿 × 𝐻 = 366×260=95160 mm2                       (1) 

Here, A is the total blanking area, mm2; L is the total length of the punch, mm; H is the total width of 

the punch, mm. 

The effective area of the plate is calculated as follows. 

𝐴1 = 𝐿1 × 𝐻1 × 𝑛1 = 120 × 57 × 12=82080 mm2                  (2) 

Here, A1 is the effective area of the plate, mm2; L1 is the length of the medicine plate, mm; H1 is the 

width of the medicine plate, mm; N1 is the number of medicine plates arranged in the total blanking 

area, mm. 

The scrap rate is calculated as follows. 

𝜇1 = (A-A1)/A=(95160-82080) ÷ 95160 × 100%=13.7%              (3) 

It can be seen that the material effective utilization rate of the equipment is low, and the environmental 

performance needs to be improved. 

 

Figure 6. Layout of linear blanking 12 plates 

 

4. Optimization of blanking structure for drug packaging 

Due to the low sheet utilization rate of linear aluminum plastic aluminum drug packaging blanking 

structure, in the production line with continuous improvement of single line capacity, it has great 

research value for the improvement of sheet material utilization rate. On the basis of the existing 

linear blanking, considering the tool width and residual edge, the dislocation tool is designed to form 

a triangular blanking structure, as shown in Figure 7, and the layout of triangular blanking 4 plates is 

shown in Figure 8. 

The cutting section of drug packaging is arranged in triangle, and the drug plate and drug plate are 

staggered. The tool width allowance is enough for single cutting, and the shortest cutting edge can be 

compressed to 2mm for continuous cutting. 

Also take the actual machine test blanking 12 plate (Figure 9) as an example for analysis. 
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Figure 7. Overall structure of triangular blanking 

 

 

Figure 8. Layout of triangular blanking 3 plates 

 

 

Figure 9. Layout of triangular blanking 12 plates 

 

The Total blanking area of triangular arrangement machine is calculated as follows. 

A' = L' × H' = 387×236=89208 mm2                      (4) 

Here, A' is the total blanking area of triangular arrangement machine, mm2; L' is the total length of 

the triangular arrangement punch, mm; H' is the total width of the triangular arrangement punch, mm. 

The effective area of the plate is taken as the original value of the test, which is 82080 mm2. 

The scrap rate is calculated as follows. 

𝜇2 = (A'-A1)/A'=(89208-82080) ÷ 89208 × 100%=8%              (5) 
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The material saving is 7128mm per 12 boards, saving nearly 6%. The triangle arrangement design 

can effectively improve the utilization of materials, which also greatly improve the economic 

performance and environmental protection performance of the whole machine. 

5. Conclusion 

For the equipment with increasing production capacity, the material waste of blanking structure plate 

will greatly affect the environmental protection and economy of the equipment, and its market value 

will also be affected. Compared with the traditional linear layout, the triangular layout of the blanking 

die can reduce the working pressure on the edge of the die, improve the service life of the equipment, 

and effectively improve the utilization rate of the plate material. The comparison results of test 

analysis data show that the effective utilization rate of the product is increased by nearly 6%, which 

can greatly improve the use value of the equipment. The application of this structure also provides a 

certain reference for the follow-up research and development of high-performance aluminum-plastic-

aluminum drug packaging equipment. 
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